Abstract The purpose of this paper is to present an emotional-based application for human-agent societies. This kind of applications are those where virtual agents and humans coexist and interact transparently into a fully integrated environment. Specifically, the paper presents an application where humans are immersed into a system that extracts and analyzes the emotional states of a human group trying to maximize the welfare of those humans by playing the most appropriate music in every moment. This system can be used not only online, calculating the emotional reaction of people in a bar to a new song, but also in simulation, to predict the people's reaction to changes in music or in the bar layout.
Introduction
Ubiquitous Computing and Ambient Intelligence (AmI) [33] , [21] have changed the concept of smart homes, introducing devices that improve people's quality of life. Among other applications, we can highlight smart devices that learn our tastes, smart homes that help reducing energy consumption [13] , or safer homes for elderly [15] . To achieve this, developers may use different Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools, sensor networks, and new and sophisticated embedded devices.
The development of applications which employ this new technology, as well as the introduction of multi-agent systems in many of these applications, has allowed the creation of systems in which the human is completely involved in the system. Currently there exist applications in which intelligent agents offer different kinds of complex services to humans in an environment of whole integration. This kind of applications are what we call a Human-Agent Society [4] , which can be defined as a new computing paradigm where the traditional notion of application disappears. This new paradigm is based on an immersion of the users in a complex environment that enables computation.
The main challenge to achieve real human-agent societies lies in the design and construction of intelligent environments, in which humans interact with autonomous, intelligent entities, through different input and output devices. This means that there are two layers in which humans interact within the environmental and ubiquitous computing intelligence. The first layer is the real world where the human being interacts with other humans and with real objects. The second layer is a virtual layer in which humans interact with virtual entities and objects. This latter layer will be inhabited by intelligent entities (agents), which must be able to perform the different human orders. The virtual environments where agents are involved, are known in the literature as intelligent virtual environments or IVE. An IVE [12] is a 3D space that provides the user with a collaboration, simulation and interaction with software entities, so the user can experience a high immersion level. This immersion is achieved through detailed graphics, realistic physics, AI techniques and a set of devices that obtain information from the real world. As an example, the JaCalIV E framework [30] enables the design, programming and deployment of systems of this kind.
On the other hand, the development of applications in which people's emotions are taken into account has become very popular over the last few years, but it is a hard and complex process. Humans use their emotions in their decision making. Human beings manage themselves in different environments, either in the working place, at home or in public places. At each one of these places people perceive a wide range of stimuli, that interfere in our commodity levels by modifying our emotional levels. These emotional levels can be expressed in many different ways. The most common is the use of the face to express emotions. The expressed emotion can be detected using an algorithm which analyzes the facial features [36] . The information extracted by this algorithm allows us to identify the detected persons and estimate their emotional state. This emotional information has been very useful in the development of applications of AmI [20] and Robotics [6] . Nevertheless, it is needed for the machines to have the capability of interpreting or recognizing emotional variations. This is the reason for the design of emotional models that interpret or represent the different emotions. These emotional models can be embedded into intelligent agents, which have the capability of perceiving the world, acting and communicating between them. Therefore, humans could be represented in a virtual environment as intelligent agents, which can detect and analyze the emotional state of a specific person and act based on that emotional analysis. This paper presents a new way of interacting between humans and intelligent autonomous entities living within intelligent virtual environments using emotions as a form of communication. To do this a number of AI tools were used, thus creating a hybrid application which is composed of a multi-agent system, machine learning and statistical classification mechanisms. All this integration of different AI tools is tested in an emotional-based application which is presented in this article. This application controls the music played in a bar with the goal of making all the individuals inside it as happy as possible. In order to achieve this, we use different algorithms for capturing the environment, for detecting faces and music, for converting inputs into emotional values and for analyzing the decision making of the entities. The application has been developed using the JaCalIV E framework [30] , which is a framework for the design and simulation of intelligent virtual environments. This framework differs from other works in the sense that it integrates the concepts of agents, humans, artifacts and a physical simulation. The main reason to employ JaCalIV E that it allows an easy integration of human beings into the system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work; Section 3 describes the proposed problem; the application design is presented in Section 4, and Section 5 explains implementation details. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Section 6.
Related Work
Over the last few years different approaches have been proposed in order to define the emotional state of an entity. Among them, the best known are the OCC [25] and PAD [24] emotional models. The OCC model designed by Ortony, Clore & Collins is a model frequently used in applications where an emotional state must be simulated. This has allowed to create applications which emulate emotions in virtual humans [3] or applications which incorporate agents reacting to stress situations [17] . The OCC model specifies 22 emotional categories, which are divided into five processes. These processes define the whole system, where the emotional states represent the way of perceiving our environment (objects, persons, places) and, at the same time, influencing in our behavior positively or negatively [1] . However, the OCC model utilization presents one important complication due mainly to its high dimensionality which greatly difficult computation.
On the other hand, the PAD is a simplified view of the OCC model. This model allows to represent the different emotional states using only three values. These three values are usually normalized in [−1, 1] , and correspond to the three components conforming the emotional model (Pleasure, Arousal, Dominance). These components can be represented in a R 3 space. Each one of the components conforming the PAD model allows to influence the emotional state of an individual in a positive or negative way. This influence evaluates the emotional predisposition of such individual, modifying in this way his/her emotional state. For instance, if the Pleasure parameter is modified so that its value is positive (the same can be achieve modifying its opposite Displeasure with negative values), then such an individual would tend to prefer pleasant stimuli rather than unpleasant ones. In the same way, if the Arousal parameter is modified so that its value is positive (or Calm is modified to have negative values) then the excitation levels and the duration of it will change. Last, the Dominance parameter can be modified (or its opposite Submissiveness) to indicate the usual inclination to feel in control facing different situations, and the relation existing with feeling controlled in different circumstances.
The emotional model is only a tool for an intelligent agent in order to understand and represent the human emotion. But, the detection of human emotions by the agent implies the use of different recognition techniques. For the recognition of human emotions, biosignals [7] and body gestures [26] are typically employed. This last feature is maybe the most common technique for the classification of the human emotions. To do this, it is necessary the employ different machine learning techniques. In the literature can be found different applications in which authors use neural networks [16] , support vector machines [41] and anthropometric measurements of the face [19] . All these techniques require a preliminary step that previously extracts the face information. This information is a series of points called Facial Feature Points ( Figure  1 ).
Fig. 1: Facial Feature Points
Based on these points, the distance between them is calculated (see Figure2) . The next step consists of using these distances in order to train a neural network, a support vector machine or another machine learning technique for emotion recognition.
The existing emotional models and methods for detecting human emotions are usually employed in applications where multi-agent systems (MAS) are involved, allowing the simulation and the recognition of human emotions for a lonely entity. Emotional states turn into valuable information, allowing to develop applications that help to improve the human being life quality.
On the other hand, over the last few years, there have been different approaches for using MAS as a paradigm for modeling and engineering IVEs and how to introduce the human into this IVE. The use of MAS is mainly due to the characteristics that agents have, such as autonomy, proactivity, reactivity and sociability. Different approaches have been devised in order to develop MAS. All approaches for creating multi-agent systems that exist to date should be studied according to two principal categories: those that simply support the creation and interaction of agents (JADE, April, Jason, JIAC), and those that permit the creation of virtual organizations (VO) with such key concepts as norms and roles (MadKIT, Jack, S-MOISE+, AMELI, Janus, Magentix2, Pangea). Until now, these platforms can create agents (some with different models), follow their life cycle and manage communication and services. And in the case of VO support, the platforms take into account the normative and organizational aspects that the platform itself should provide.
However, when modeling an IVE as a MAS it is necessary to take into account that not all the entities are agents. In this case, the main goal is to immerse human beings into IVEs. When a human being is completely immersed into a system of this kind, he/she can interact with the system in a natural way. Moreover, agents immersed in the system can learn about human actions adapting its behaviors and taking decisions about future situations. Examples of these systems can be domotic scenarios, production lines in an industry, entertainment industry, . . . This kind of applications is, as it has been commented in the introduction, a Human-Agent Society. Rather than developing software applications that accomplish computational tasks for specific purposes, this paradigm is based on an immersion of the users in a complex environment that enables computation [5] . Regarding the immersion of agents in dynamic physical, virtual or mixed environments, one of the main problems is to define what is the interface between the agents and their environment. One of the ways to solve this problem is to manage this interface as the agent body, i.e. a component that is attached to each agent to manage its interface with the environment [34] . Other works have introduced the use of mediators between agents and the environment [11] [37] , which can be viewed as functionally similar to bodies.
In order to achieve this kind of immersion, an IVE development process must employ a middleware specially designed for the execution and adaptation of Intelligent Virtual Environments, allowing an easy integration of human beings in the MAS. As far as we know, existing approaches do not allow an easy way to design systems of this kind. The tool that we propose is called JaCalIVE [28] . JaCalIVE specifically defines a type of entity which is a virtual representation of a human. This entity can have the capability of detecting the human, associate itself to it and, moreover, associate many other characteristic that are considered for a better human-agent interaction into the IVE. Moreover, JaCalIVE also facilitates the interface between the agents and their environment allowing the definition of architectural building elements and patterns for agent-environment interactions
Problem description
The application example is developed in a bar, where there is a DJ agent in charge of automatically playing music and, also, there is a specific number of people listening to the music. The idea behind is that music may change the emotional state of a person or a group, as it influences in the human mood. But not any kind of music, but music that matches people interests. According to this, the main goal of the DJ agent is to play music making that all individuals within the bar are mostly happy as possible. Every time that a song is played, each one of the persons placed in the bar will have an emotional response according to his/her musical taste. That is, depending on the musical genre of the song, people will respond varying their emotional states. Moreover, varying emotions of each person will modify the social emotion of the group of people. If the DJ agent could have a way to evaluate the emotional state of the people which are in the bar, he could know the effect that the songs have over the audience. This will help the DJ agent to decide whether to continue with the same musical genre or not in order to improve the emotional state of the group. In some sense, this approach can be considered as a group recommendation technique, where the system tries to recommend the best song for the group of people [22] . Nevertheless, this proposal differs from typical group recommenders where typically the main issue arises how to combine individual user models in order to decide what would be optimal for the group. In this proposal it is not known what is good for each individual user, all the decisions are based on emotion recognition techniques.
This idea differs from other systems such as MUSICFX [23] , where the users vote for the played songs, and they could even cheat to only play their favourite songs, in the sense that the users choose the songs unintentionally, avoiding the possibility of cheating for choosing only their favourite songs.
In the proposed application, each one of the individuals will be represented in the system as an intelligent agent, which will have an emotional response according to the person that represents. Moreover, these agents will try to recognize the real emotional states of people through the detection of changes in their facial expressions. With all of this, depending on the song that is being played in the bar, agents representing humans will be able to vary their emotional states in accordance with humans.
Specifically, the operating mode of the proposed application will be the following: in a specific moment the DJ agent will play a song in the bar. In such a way, the proposed application will seek to identify the different emotional states using them as a tool of communication between humans and agents. To do this, agents that represent humans need to recognize the human associated to it, and moreover, recognize the musical genre of the song and, also, recognize the emotion. To perform these detection processes, we need to use pattern recognition algorithms and image and audio processing techniques in order to detect and classify the different emotional states of humans and try to modify the environment in which the humans are. Concretely, the proposed emotional detection uses image processing techniques as a way to capture information about changes in the facial expressions of the persons that are listening to the music into the bar. Moreover, the system can also capture the ambient sound in order to classify the music that is being played. Next subsections describe how the application has been designed and the description of the different employed techniques.
Application Design
Over the last few years, there have been different approaches for using MAS as a paradigm for modeling and engineering IVEs, but they have some open issues like low generality and then reusability, and weak support for handling full open and dynamic environments where objects are dynamically created and destroyed. As a way to tackle these open issues, and based on the MAM5 meta-model [2] , the JaCalIV E framework was developed [30] . This framework provides a method to develop this kind of applications along with a supporting platform to execute them.
The presented work has used an extension of both the MAM5 meta-model along with the JaCalIV E framework to develop Human-Agent Societies, that is, to include humans in the loop. MAM5 allows to design an IVE as a set of entities that can be virtually situated or not. These entities are grouped inside Workspaces (IVE Workspaces in the case of virtually situated). Entities are divided into Artifacts (IVE Artifacts if situated) and Agents (Inhabitant Agents if situated). One new type of situated agents, that is, of Inhabitant Agents are Human-Immersed Agents, that model the human inside the system.
The application has been developed as a virtual multi-agent system using the JaCalIV E framework where there are will be different entities. Each one of these entities may represent not only real or simulated human beings, as the DJ agent, but also the furniture or the speakers with their location ( Figure  3) . The different types of agents and their main tasks are: -DJ agent: the main goal of this agent is to achieve an emotional state of happiness for all of the people which are in the bar. When the DJ agent plays a song, it must analyze the emotional state of people. According to this analysis it will select the most appropriate songs in order to improve, if possible, the current emotional state of the audience. -Human-Immersed Agent: it is in charge of detecting and calculating the emotional state of an individual which is in the bar, sending this information to the DJ agent. In order to accomplish its tasks, this agent must have access to a variety of input/output information devices such as cameras, microphones, . . .
Fig. 3: General view of the different entities involved in the proposed application
In order to facilitate the access to this kind of devices, they have been modeled as artifacts (as can be seen in Figure 3) 1 . Concretely, there has been designed an artifact for managing each camera which allow the face detection; each microphone is managed by an artifact which captures the ambient sound in order to classify the musical genre; the music DB has been designed as an artifact employed by the DJ agent (it stores around 1.000 songs classified by genres) and there is an artifact for controlling the multimedia player and the amplifiers for playing songs in the bar with the appropriated volume.
Each one of these entities has been designed using JaCalIV E through an XML file describing all its different properties (including physical ones).The XML file allows to describe if you need some kind of sensor to capture information, some type of actuator or simply an agent that does not need real-world information. It is also in this XML where humans are associated with each agent. These XML files are automatically translated into code templates using the JaCalIV E framework.
Implementation
As above commented, the proposed application includes two different types of agents: the DJ Agent and the Human-Immersed Agent. Next subsections explain the functionalities of these two agents.
DJ Agent
Regarding the DJ Agent, this agent uses the information sent by the HumanImmersed Agent to analyze the group's emotional state, using it to decide which is the next song to play. The goal of the DJ Agent is that all the humans feel as happy as possible. To analyze the current or to detect which emotion of the group, the DJ agent uses the social emotional model presented in [29] . This model employs the individual emotions sent by each Human-Immersed Agent and gives a way to calculate an aggregated emotional state for a group of agents. This social emotion allows the DJ agent to make a decision about next song to be played.
The process that follows the DJ agent is the following: in each cycle the DJ agent plays a song. Once the song has ended, the DJ evaluates the social emotion of the group of listeners that are within the bar (according to the individual emotional states received from the Human-Immersed Agent). In this way, the DJ agent can evaluate the effect that the song has had over the audience. This will help the DJ agent to decide whether to continue with the same musical genre or not in order to improve the emotional state of the group.
To do this, in our current implementation, the DJ agent has a connection with Spotify 2 . In Spotify we have the songs classified into different musical genres (i.e. Rock, Pop, Classical, Country, Jazz and Techno). When the DJ agent must play the next song, it randomly chooses a song of the most appropriated musical genre. The DJ maintains a list of the last played songs (with a number of songs being configurable) to avoid repeating them. So, if the next song is inside this list, the DJ selects again other song. The chosen song will share the same musical genre of the previous song if the emotional state of the group tends to happiness or another musical genre if the emotional state moves away from happiness. It is very important to emphasize that the DJ does not have absolute knowledge of how the different human beings emotions may be affected by external factors, it only knows how the musical genre can make them happy.
Human-Immersed Agent
The Human-Immersed agent is an entity that is associated with a specific human and it is the representation of this human into the virtual environment.
This agent allows the data acquisition from the real world that are related with the human directly associated with the agent. This data will be used by the agent in order to estimate the emotional state of the human. After this estimation, the agent will communicate the estimated emotional state to the DJ Agent. These estimations and shippings of the emotional states are repeated in each execution cycle of the agent.
To do this, it is necessary to provide each Human-Immmersed agent with a set of tools so that the DJ agent would be able to know the emotional state of each human. Those tools will help Human-Immersed agents to perceive the real environment, to interpret human it has associated and be able to classify the different emotional states this human expresses. So, each one of these agents contains both audio processing and image recognition mechanisms. In order to achieve the detection of the emotional states, each one of the Human-Immersed agents needs to perform a serie of four main processes in order to recognize the human and his/her emotional state. The first step is the data acquisition process which is divided into two subprocesses, a physical acquisition of the needed data and a face detection mechanism. The second process is in charge of the image processing in order to try to detect the emotional state of the human from his/her facial expressions. This process will be launched only if the face detection mechanism has properly ended. The third process is in charge of the audio processing. This process identifies the music that is being played and estimates the emotional state of the human according to his/her musical tastes. Finally, the last process is in charge of communicating the estimated emotional state to the DJ agent. It's important to remark that the image processing block and the audio processing block are two different ways to estimate the emotional state of a human. The agent will launch the image processing process only if the data acquisition process has been capable of detecting the human face, otherwise the agent will launch only the audio processing mechanism. Figure 4 shows all the processes and their relationships. These processes are explained in detail in the following subsections.
Data Acquisition
This first process to be executed by the agent corresponds with the acquisition of the needed information from the real world. Specifically, two physical devices are used for acquiring that information, a WebCam and a microphone. The information acquired by these two devices will be used to detect the emotional state of each human. Using these devices the Human-Immersed agent has the capability of listening and seeing the environment. The images captured by the webcam are processed using an identification mechanism which is based on the Viola and Jones algorithm [40] . This mechanism allows the face detection of the human that is associated with the agent. This process can fail in some occasions depending on the light conditions and the human movement. According to this, if the agent has been capable to identify the human face, the next step will try to estimate the human mood from the analysis of the facial gestures. On the contrary, if the agent has not identified the face, it will launch the audio Fig. 4 : Process sequence in the Human-Immersed agent processing block. Regarding the audio acquisition, the Human-Immersed agent captures the song that is being played using a microphone. This microphone captures the environment sound which is stored as a .wav file. The recorded sound will be analyzed in a subsequent process.
Image Processing Block
In this block the Human-Immersed Agent divides the process in two subprocesses, Face Classification and Emotion Recognition. In the face classification process, the Human-Immersed Agent uses feature face points [42] to recognize the human associated to the agent. The API Dlib 3 was used to extract these feature points of each one of the faces. These points were used to recognize the persons and to classify the emotions by calculating different distances between the points. This process is very important because is in which the Human-Immersed Agent learns how is the human that the agent has associated and it only captures information from that human. The face classification process uses feature faces points [42] . In our case twenty two points were used, and based on these points eighteen Euclidean distances were calculated. With these distances a vector for each person was created. This process was repeated in order to obtain seventy-four vectors. These vectors were grouped to create a matrix of 18x74, where 18 corresponding to eighteen distances between face points and 74 corresponding to the number of samples, that is, the number of photographs being used for a person.
This matrix is the face information for each human associated to a HumanImmersed Agent. In our experiments we have employed three different classes (persons) creating a matrix of 18x222. One of the problems of this matrix is its size, because adding a new person implies to add 74 new columns to the matrix. For this reason, it is very important to try to reduce the dimensionality of this matrix and to find a linear separation between classes. Thus, we have used Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [8] to find linear separation between different classes. Figure 5 shows the distances between points before the use of LDA and Figure 6 shows the points after using LDA.
For the classification process, we have used a logistic regression. Figure 7 shows the classification map, with the delimitations for each class. To classify the images, the agent calculates the distance between points and do the test. An example of the obtained results after the test can be seen in Figure 8 .
Once the face has been classified, the next step is to detect the emotion. To classify the emotion we use eight face feature points [41] . Based on these points, we calculate the displacements distance (Euclidean distances) of the feature points between a neutral facial expression and the six particular emotive expressions (Afraid, Angry, Disgusted, Happy, Sad and Surprised) (as it can be seen in Figure 9 ). It can establish a characteristic motion pattern for each expressed emotion. These characteristics were used to train a machine learning model. The training method used the database of KDEF Emotional Lab at Karolinska Institute [10] which is divided into 4900 pictures of 562 x 762 pixels and it specifies the related emotion (Afraid, Angry, Disgusted, Happy, Neutral, Sad or Surprised). In this way, in order to detect the emotions, it is necessary to extract some specific attributes from the images. These attributes are the distance between some specific points of the face. Figure 10 specifies the eight points with which the displacement vector can be calculated.
In the training process, the ninety percent of the images from the database were used and the rest of the images were dedicated to the test stage. The machine learning algorithm used to recognize human emotions is an artificial neural network (ANN). The architecture of the neural network is shown in Figure11. The inputs are the eighth distances calculated using the database Table 1 : Mapping between emotions and PAD values emotional state expressed as a PAD value will be transmitted to the DJ agent in a subsequent process. Moreover, some experiments have been made in order to evaluate how the light conditions into the bar can potentially affect the ML models. In this way we have test the proposed ANN in different situations, changing the luminosity (100%, 60%, 40%) and using different cameras such as RGB or infra-red (IR). Table 2 shows the obtained results, as can be seen, the classification rate gets worse when reducing luminosity. On the other hand, the RGB camera has been tested with normal luminosity levels without improving the results obtained with a normal camera. Nevertheless, the IR camera notably improves results obtained with low luminosity. According to these results, it's obvious that the best results are obtained with high luminosity levels, which can be complicated in some kind of bars. In these cases, IR camera can be used but with lower probability of success.
Audio Processing Block
This process will be executed if the agent is not able to detect the human face. In this case, the agent tries to detect the musical genre from the previously recorded sound. the musical genre, it is necessary to extract the emotion associated to this genre. As each agent is associated to a human, it knows the musical preference of its associated human. This knowledge is a list of musical preferences that was given for its associated human to him. Based on this information, it was used a fuzzy-logic algorithm to get the PAD value corresponding to the emotion produced by the musical genre in the human associated to the agent. To get the best membership function several experiments were performed by modifying the functions of fuzzy logic, using triangular functions, Gaussian and trapezoidal. Modifying each of these functions in the model, the answer could vary the input PAD values. In our experiment we used the triangular membership.
It is important to highlight that the ambient noise is a serious problem. For this reason, it is important to have a series of filters in the Human-Immersed Agent as Butterworth with different configurations [35] , [18] .
The variation of the membership function depends on the corresponding human musical preferences, e.g. a human can respond favorably to pop music but not to the blues music. This is the reason why it is needed that each human configure its Human-Immersed Agent before using the system, varying the membership function of the fuzzy logic module.
Emotion Transmission
Finally, once the emotion has been estimated, it is necessary to send this emotional value to the DJ Agent in order to calculate the social emotion [29] 
Conclusions and future work
Multi-agent systems allow the design and implementation of applications where the main components can be humans and software agents. These agents must be able to interact and communicate with humans in order to help them in their daily activities. In this sense, this paper presents an ambient intelligence application where humans and agents must coexist in a framework of maximum integration. The application has been developed over the JaCalIV E framework allowing an easy integration of the human in the multi-agent system and a visualization of the system in a virtual environment. Thus allowing the agents to learn and detect the human emotion and recognize the human associated to each Human-Immersed Agent. The proposed system is able to extract (in a non-invasive way) and to analyze the social emotion of a group of persons and it can take decisions according to that emotional state. Moreover, it can be used in an online fashion, where the system is reflecting what is happening in the real world at the same time, or it can be used to simulatepredict what would happen in the conditions that are used in the simulation, where this conditions can be about the number of agents and their preferences and also about the layout of the environment. As a future work we are applying this system to other application domains, as it can be extracted out of the music domain, and carried out to any other ambient intelligence domain, even an industrial one, where it can monitor and simulate the conditions inside a factory.
On the other hand, another aspect to be considered as future work is the improvement of users' satisfaction including other elements in the decisionmaking such as the opinion of the user. The idea is to include automated negotiation techniques, like employed in [9] , in order to select a subset of songs or genres that everyone likes in some degree. This will reduce the complexity of the song selection process made by the DJ agent. Moreover, groups of people with very similar musical tastes could be detected into the bar. These groups can play as negotiation teams in this process, as in done in [32] and [31] . We are also planning the deployment of our proposal in the MEDERI 4 living lab in our university. This living lab is a multidisciplinary environment, mainly focused on health technology, that will give us the needed tools for a real involvement of users in order to improve the experience and robustness of the proposed techniques.
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